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How automated sample collection and analysis 
can help biologic manufacturers consistently 
achieve target product quality attributes.

Overview
Consistently attaining target product quality attributes (PQAs) is a top priority for biopharmaceu-
tical manufacturers. Companies that repeatedly achieve PQAs understand that product quality 
is a multivariable function of the bioreactor environment and cell state. They also understand 
that real-time process analytical technology (PAT) is critical for optimizing bioreactor perfor-
mance, and is predicated on automated aseptic sampling and analysis.

Developed in collaboration with several leading biopharmaceutical companies over an 
extensive development program, the Modular Automated Sampling Technology (MAST™) from 
Capsugel allows direct transfer of aseptically collected bioreactor samples to analytical devices 
providing rapid, reliable data for superior bioprocess guidance. MAST modules have been 
developed so that the system can be easily customized based on the number of bioreactors 
sampled and analytical devices utilized.

Case studies have proven the MAST systems reliability and increased sample consistency 
and benefits, including its use in the generation of predictive models and algorithms necessary 
for optimizing bioreactor conditions and maximizing yields.

Attaining PQAs
PQAs are more than simply a function of bioreactor pH, temperature, and other characteristics. 
How cells are performing also plays a critical role (Figure 1). In the biopharmaceutical industry, 
real-time PQA control is desired to maximize protein production and quality in bioreactors. 
Current noninvasive spectroscopic methods such as Raman, near infrared, and dielectric 
spectroscopy provide real-time information on cell culture and fermentation processes, but 
only to a limited degree.
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To truly understand how the bioreactor and cells are 
performing, sample collection and analysis must be done 
automatically, as demonstrated in a recent study where 
multivariate analysis of bioprocess data from 243 production 
runs was conducted (1). In this analysis, researchers detected 
a bifurcation of lactate production. Two distinct cell states can 
be observed, one in which the late stage lactate production 
is maintained at a consistent level and the other where the 
cells exhibit significantly greater lactate production. While it is 
easy to observe these different cell states late in the culture, 
it is difficult to discern what cell state the culture is in during 
the first 100 hours. Current online analytical processes do not 
provide a solution for monitoring cell state conditions such 
as this. Only through sampling and analysis can this kind of 
determination be reached.

Real-time bioprocessing monitoring provides data that 
enable manufacturers to create predictive models and algo-
rithms necessary to maintain optimum bioreactor conditions 
and maximize yields. Because cell responses are so dynamic, 
bioreactor samples should be obtained and analyzed more 
than once daily and, by employing automated systems, 
sampling and analysis can be conducted 24/7 without  
staff involvement.

The FDA defines Process Analytical Technology (PAT) 
as “a system for designing, analyzing and controlling 
manufacturing through timely measurements (i.e. during 
processing) of critical quality and performance attributes of 
raw and in-process materials and processes”, with the goal 

of better understanding processes and thus ensuring final 
product quality (2). PAT is also essential to the successful 
implementation of continuous processing; real-time data is 
required for continuous control and optimal operation during 
the entire run.

A mechanism for obtaining real-time information through 
analyses that require sampling of the bioreactor (or sampling 
during downstream unit operations) is a prerequisite to gain 
better insight and understanding of bioprocesses, whether 
they are run in batch or continuous (perfusion) mode. To fully 
integrate PAT into bioprocesses and facilitate the evolution of 
the sector toward real-time data collection, PQA control and 
overall bioprocess guidance, a reliable system is required 
to transfer bioprocess samples directly from bioreactors to 
analytical devices while maintaining process sterility.

The MAST™ Platform
The Modular Automated Sampling Technology (MAST™) plat-
form, launched in October 2016 by Bend Research/Capsugel, 
following a five-year development program, is an integrated 
system of modules that work together to aseptically collect 
and then route representative bioreactor samples to analytical 
instruments (see Figure 2). Because of its flexibility, the MAST 
platform can be easily adapted to a pharmaceutical manu-
facturer’s specifications and the MAST development group 
can work with end users to develop new integration solutions. 
The platform also is seamlessly scalable from development 
through full-scale cGMP manufacturing.
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Figure 1: PQAs depend on bioreactor environment and cell state.

*Reprinted from J. of Biotech., 162, Le, Kabbur, Pollastrini, Sun, Mills, Johnson, Hu, Multivariate analysis of cell culture bioprocess data – Lactate consumption as a process 
indicator, pp. 214 (2012), with permission from Elsevier.
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The cornerstone modules of 
the MAST platform are the auto-
mated Sample Pilot SP100 and 
Sample Pilot SP200 devices for 
cell culture, microbial and down-
stream applications. The SP100 
collects 55-mL incremental 
samples from stainless-steel 
bioreactors that are sterilized in 
place; whereas the SP200 col-
lects incremental 5-mL samples 
from development-scale and 
single-use bioreactors (Figure 3).

Both devices collect whole 
broth samples and transfer them 
to specific analytical devices 
that determine cell density and 
viability, sugars, salts, dissolved 
gases, and other components. In the MAST platform, whole 
broth samples also can be routed to the MAST Cell Removal 
System to obtain the cell-free samples needed to determine 
glycosylation patterns, amino acid concentrations, and titer.

The MAST platform, equipped with SP100 or SP200 
devices, overcomes the three main challenges that have 
impeded automated sampling: maintaining process sterility, 

reliably transferring samples to analytical devices, and pre-
venting the cell debris accumulations that can block sample 
flow. The end result is increased value in several areas.

Process sterility. Both Sample Pilot devices are designed 
to maintain sterility during sample collection and transfer. 
Thousands of bioreactor samples were obtained and analyzed 

SP100 Mounted on a Microbial Bioreactor SP200 Mounted on a  
Bench Scale Bioreactor 

Figure 3: Typical installations for SP100 and SP200 units.
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Figure 2: Control of PQAs with MAST platform.
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during the five-year development of the MAST platform; during 
that time, no sterility failures have been associated with the 
Sample Pilot devices.

Each Sample Pilot device contains proprietary valves and a 
pump that draws the sample into the device’s aseptic zone. One 
valve isolates the pump from the bioreactor and interlocks so that 
it cannot open unless certain conditions are met.

Before use, the Sample Pilot devices are autoclave sterilized. 
Then, after each sample is collected and transferred, the Sample 
Pilot devices are automatically sanitized by flushing with sanitant 
(70% isopropyl alcohol or ethanol).

After cleaning, purge gas is blown into the Sample Pilot 
devices to remove residual sanitant. The sanitant and purge gas 
pass through sterilized 0.2-µm rated filters.

Reliable sample transfer. A static sealed positive displacement 
pump in the Sample Pilot devices delivers samples to analytical 
instruments in the platform. Because the push pressure can 
reach 70 psig, these devices can transfer viscous culture 
samples with high cell densities to analytical devices located as 
far as 80 feet away. Purge gas can be used to push samples if 
the manufacturer wants to minimize sample volume.

Clog prevention. To prevent clogging, the valves inside the 
Sample Pilot devices are designed so cells do not accumulate 
in edges or creases. Clogging also is prevented by cleaning and 
sanitizing the devices after every sample collection and transfer. 
In addition, the lines through which samples flow from Sample 
Pilot devices to analytical instruments are flushed after each use.

MAST Platform Modules
In addition to the Sample Pilot devices, the MAST platform can 
include a number of specialized stackable modules:

•	 The MAST Master Controller is the “brain” of the 
auto-sampling system and is required for every 
installation. If the Master Controller is plugged into 
two Sample Navigator Controllers and Analytical 
Navigator Controllers, it can simultaneously manage 
up to 10 Sample Pilot devices and four analytical 
instruments. The Master Controller also dispenses 
sanitant and purge gas for cleaning Sample Pilot 
devices and the lines through which samples 
flow from devices to analytical instruments.

•	 In conjunction with the Master Controller, the Sample 
Navigator Controller coordinates as many as five Sample 
Pilot devices, ensures samples are routed to specific 
destinations by directing the Sample Navigator device, 
and operates a valve block that routes samples like a 
traffic cop. As many as two Sample Navigator Controllers 
can be used, managing as many as 10 bioreactors.

•	 The Analytical Navigator Controller is used with the 
Master Controller to route samples to specified analytical 
instruments when the sampling and analysis procedures 

are scheduled with MASTconnect™ software. The 
Analytical Navigator Controller can direct the transfer of 
samples to as many as four analytical devices such as 
the MAST Cell Removal System (CRS), a Nova BioProfile 
FLEX, Waters Patrol UPLC, or a Gilson liquid handler.

•	 The MAST CRS uses tangential flow filtration technology 
to separate cells from broth. The MAST CRS can 
produce up to 4 mL of cell-free sample from 12 mL of 
whole broth sample. The instrument sends the resulting 
clear supernatant to analytical instruments such as 
liquid chromatographs and mass spectrometers, 
which require cell-free samples. Because the MAST 
CRS is outside the sterile barrier of the bioreactor, 
there is no concern about proving the integrity of the 
cell removal filter system. Also, if the filter becomes 
clogged, the device’s filtration cassette can be 
changed easily without risking bioreactor sterility. 
The MAST CRS can consistently separate cells from 
permeate for up to 30 samples per filtration cassette.

•	 The MASTconnect™ software program initiates sample 
collection; tracks and delivers samples to intended 
analytical devices; directs the sanitization and drying 
of Sample Pilot devices after each use; collects the 
processing data; and adjusts bioreactor parameters 
based on the results. The software also ensures that 
collected samples never wait in a queue to be analyzed. 
A sample is not collected until the software program has 
confirmed that the designated analytical instruments 
and the CRS are available to process the sample.

•	 The MAST system can provide samples to multiple 
different types of analytical equipment. Software modules 
have been commercialized or are in the pre-commercial 
prototyping stage for the Nova BioProfile FLEX, the 
CRS, the Cedex BioHT, the Cedex HiRes, the Cary 60, 
the Waters UPLC systems operated through Empower 
3 and various Gilson liquid handlers. The Vi-CELL 
Cell Counter & Cell Viability Analyzer is among a list of 
other analytical devices that are also in development.

The size and complexity of the modular platform is based on 
the manufacturer’s needs. The simplest platform contains one 
Sample Pilot device to collect samples from one bioreactor and 
deliver the samples to either one analytical instrument, a sample 
fraction collector, or a single MAST CRS. The MAST platform 
can be easily expanded to allow the collection and analysis 
of samples from multiple bioreactors. In addition, software 
modules can be developed on the MAST platform so that the 
manufacturer can meet Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 
11 requirements for electronic records.

Case Study 1: Proven Sample Accuracy
This case study compared two sets of samples: those that 
were manually collected and transferred to a Nova BioProfile 
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FLEX instrument, and those that were collected and transferred 
to the same instrument by automated Sample Pilot devices.

The samples were obtained from five bioreactor runs con-
taining cell culture batches that were being used in various 
studies ranging from regulatory toxicology to small-scale 
development. The bioreactors, which were 1 to 500 L in size, 
were located at two separate facilities equipped with Nova 
BioProfile FLEX instruments.

Parity plots were created to show the results of the 
BioProfile Flex analysis. As shown in Figures 4 and 5, cell 
density, viability, pH, metabolites, and salts of the two sample 
sets showed that the variation between the MAST and manual 
samples was within the error of the instrument. These results 
indicate that the automated MAST platform can reduce the 
amount of time spent by staff in low-value work without 
affecting the quality of the analytical results.

Case Study 2: Achieving a New Steady State
The challenge of manufacturing antibodies with an optimized 
glycosylation profile was tackled in this study, which coupled 
the MAST platform with a perfusion reactor cell setup with 
constant cell density, feed rate, and volume. The study deter-
mined the amount of galactosylated antibodies produced in 
response to stepwise feeding increases of galactose.

SP200 devices collected and transferred whole cell broth 
samples to Nova BioProfile FLEX instrument for analysis. Cell-
free permeate samples were collected by a different Sample 
Pilot and transferred for glycan analysis to Gilson GX-271 liq-
uid handler for manual high-performance liquid chromatogra-
phy (HPLC).

To link the Nova and process data, researchers established 
an interface between the MAST database and the lab’s 
JUBiL database. Data processing was automated, and high-
density data sets showing the cells’ response to the stepwise 
increases in galactose were generated.

In their analysis of the data sets, researchers characterized 
the galactosylation rates and magnitudes and correlated the 
galactosylation of cell culture protein with galactose feed 
concentration. Both steady state and dynamic rate values 
were determined, as shown in Figure 6. The percentage 
of galactosylation exhibited a dynamic response over time. 
The scientists also found that galactosylation increased to 
a new steady value during the study. The analysis revealed 
that reaching a steady state takes time. In addition, the cell 
response rate after the galactose feed was shown to be a 
critical parameter.

The case study generated predictive models of the total 
galactosylated antibody content in a bioreactor and predicted 
the anticipated rate of production. Because of automated 
analysis, manufacturers can change a parameter every three 
to four days to dramatically reduce overall development time.

The study also demonstrated that automated sampling 
allows the creation of novel development approaches such 
as the perfusion cell setup.

Case Study 3: Integrated PQA Control
This study demonstrates how the MAST platform can be 
used to pave the way for integrated control of PQAs. In this 
example, data from multiple processing steps are gathered 
and analyzed to measure glycosylation patterns. Samples 
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Case Study #1 
Integration with the Nova BioProfile Flex 

Figure 4: Total cell density, viable cell density, viability, and pH of samples prepared with MAST versus manual techniques.
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were collected by the Sample Pilot, sent to the CRS to create 
a cell free supernatant, processed on a Gilson GX-271 using 
the Protein A method and then sent to a UPLC instrument for 
the analysis.

To verify that the Protein A process on the Gilson was 
representative, the method was validated against the current 
process using the GE ÄKTA Explorer. The GE ÄKTA Explorer 
and the Gilson GX-271 each processed six of 12 total replicate 

Both steady-state and dynamic rate values can be extracted from perfusion data 
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Figure 6: Translating step-response data to fundamental system characterization.
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Case Study #1 
Integration with the Nova BioProfile Flex 

Figure 5: Salts and mebolites prepared with MAST versus manual techniques.
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samples. The average Protein A antibody recovery of each 
instrument was within one standard deviation of the other 
instrument. These results verified that the protein A method 
on the MAST platform and the GE ÄKTA Explorer produced 
consistent results (see Figure 7).

Summary
Armed with real-time bioprocess data generated by auto-
mated sampling and analysis, the MAST platform enables 
biopharmaceutical manufacturers to understand and control 
how their bioreactors are running, and also how the cells are 
performing. Bioprocess data enable manufacturers to create 
the predictive models and algorithms needed to control the 
bioreactor process for nutrient and inductive feeds, gas flow, 
agitation rates and more.

Case studies have demonstrated the MAST platform’s 
reliability and validated the value of automated bioreactor 
sampling and integrated PAT and PQA control. MAST can 
be tailored to individual client needs with multiple system 
options. The MAST platform also fosters novel time-saving 
development approaches such as the perfusion reaction cell 
setup described in the second case study.
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Case Study #3 
GE AKTA vs. MAST Initiated Gilson Protein A Method 

In development studies, 12 replicate samples demonstrate method consistency: 
•  Six were run using the traditional Protein A process on the GE AKTA Explorer 
•  Six were run using the automated Protein A process initiated by the MAST system 

using the Gilson GX-271   

 

 

 

Antibody Recovery following 
Protein A Processing 

AKTA Method 
(mg/mL) 

Gilson Method 
(mg/mL) 

0.46 0.44 
0.37 0.39 
0.47 0.55 
0.47 0.50 
0.41 0.48 
0.47 0.47 

Average 0.44 0.47 
Std. 
Dev. 0.04 0.05 

GE AKTA Explorer Gilson GX-271 

Figure 7: GE ÄKTA vs. MAST initiated Gilson protein A method.


